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A Case of COVID-19 Failed in Viral Identification but
Showed Consistent Host Responses to Severe Acute
Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2
Yoshitaka Maedaa, c, Hiroyuki Miyob, Atsuki Ohashia, b,
Takanobu Yamamotob, Tomoyuki Ogatab

Abstract
In a 75-year-old hemodialysis patient, pneumonia manifested with
computed tomography (CT) images suggestive of coronavirus disease
2019 (COVID-19). Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2
(SARS-CoV-2) ribonucleic acid (RNA) was not detected with repeated polymerase chain reaction (PCR) tests, but serum immunoglobulin G (IgG) and IgM antibodies against SARS-CoV-2 turned positive
with two different assay kits. The patient was thus treated as a probable COVID-19 case, and then recovered through the intensive care
including ciclesonide, favipiravir, and methyl prednisolone. In PCRnegative cases, the diagnosis of COVID-19 cannot be established at
present, but such COVID-19 cases certainly exist. To avoid a delay in
treatment of COVID-19, available diagnostic tools should be utilized
with careful attention for their limitations.
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[2]. Otherwise, the diagnostic system in Japan might be simply
insufficient for full screening of suspected cases [3].
Generally, SARS-CoV-2 is identified by polymerase
chain reaction (PCR) method of viral ribonucleic acid (RNA)
from nasal swab samplings. However, the sensitivity of this
method is not satisfactory, thus repeated measurements were
recommended for PCR-negative cases to reach a final diagnosis [4]. We experienced a case with negative PCR results for
five times, in whom positive antibodies against SARS-CoV-2
were found with two different assay kits. The PCR method was
recognized as an essential tool in establishing a diagnosis of
COVID-19 [1]. However, this method alone may cause a falsenegative diagnosis, underestimate the real prevalence rate of
COVID-19, and delay treatment against COVID-19. To deal
with such PCR-negative cases with a suspicion of COVID-19
appropriately, we thought it was important to report the case
whom we experienced recently.

Case Report
Introduction
Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARSCoV-2) infection had become pandemic in the world [1], and
more than twenty million people have cumulatively suffered
from coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19). At present, the
number of the patients was increasing by more than 200,000
every day. Japanese patients had been reported relatively less
than those of other countries (0.25% of total patients in the
world), which might result from several hypothetical reasons
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A 75-year-old male visited JA Toride Medical Center with
complaints of fever (37.6 °C) and general fatigue before a hemodialysis session. Maintenance hemodialysis was undertaken thrice a week for the past 2 years at the same hospital. The
patient was a permanent non-smoker, but he had a long history
of poorly controlled type 2 diabetes mellitus resulting in endstage kidney failure (ESKD). According to the blood examination 1 week before this episode, hemoglobin A1c (HbA1c) was
8.7% and glycoalbumin was 35.6%. Moreover, a pacemaker
had been implanted for treatment of complete atrioventricular
block since 2006. He did not get vaccinated for influenza in
the last year.
On visit, he had no apparent respiratory symptoms with
normal breath sound, and there were no remarkable physical
findings except for mild leg edema. However, images of plain
chest X-ray (Fig. 1) and chest computed tomography (CT)
(Fig. 2) revealed a consolidative shadow in the S6 region of the
right lung, which suggested bacterial pneumonia, rather than
pneumonia due to COVID-19. As Tables 1 and 2 show, the
blood examination showed normal count and fraction of leukocytes and slight elevation in C-reactive protein (CRP). Because the patient had oliguric, urinary antigens of Streptococ-
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Figure 1. Chest X-ray images on day 1, 8, and 28. A wedge-shaped opacity with a relatively clear margin was observed in the
right middle lung zone (black arrow) on day 1. That opacity turned blurred and extended in the lower lung field (gray arrow) on
day 8, then diminished (white arrow) on day 28. The radiolucency of left lower lung field was reduced on day 28 due to pleural
effusion (see Fig. 2).

cus and Legionella species were not be able to be tested. Since
the hospital accepted COVID-19 patients at that time, a nasal
swab sampling was carried out for a reverse transcription-PCR
(RT-PCR) test for excluding SARS-CoV-2 infection. The RTPCR was conducted through the established protocol [5] at
Ibaraki Prefectural Institute of Public Health (Ibaraki, Japan).
Then he had been followed up at the outpatient with oral
administration of 400 mg of moxifloxacin (MFLX) daily until day 10. But his condition had not been improved with this
treatment alone. To rule out COVID-19, additional RT-PCR
tests were done at the institute described above on days 5, 8,
18, and at another laboratory, SRL Inc. (Tokyo, Japan) on day
10 (Table 2). But their results were all negative. Simultaneous blood culture study also revealed no growth of infectious
microorganisms.
On day 10, since the initial consolidation became blurred,
and appeared like ground glass opacification (GGO), and similar shadows were extensively found in the contralateral lung

in the chest CT scans (Fig. 3), the patient was admitted to the
hospital with a probable diagnosis of COVID-19. He had no
contact history with other COVID-19 patients treated in this
hospital. Meanwhile, he was a city council member, and usually worked with a variety of people. Thus, his actual exposure
timing to SARS-CoV-2 was not been specified. His son, only a
family member living together, showed a negative PCR result
of SARS-CoV-2 RNA, although his serum antibodies against
SARS-CoV-2 had not been examined.
After obtaining the informed consent from the patient according to the approval by the ethical committee of JA Toride
Medical Center on the administration of ciclesonide and favipiravir against COVID-19 cases, inhalation therapy of 200 µg
of ciclesonide, twice a day was started on his admission, and
3.6 g/day of favipiravir was initially administered on day 12,
then 1.6 g/day was continued until day 25 (Fig. 4). To treat possible concomitant bacterial pneumonia, 500 mg of meropenem
(MEPM) had been simultaneously administered between day

Figure 2. Axial chest CT images on day 1, 10, and 29. An opacity found in the chest X-ray (Fig.1) was consolidative in S6 of
the right lung (black arrow) on day 1. That consolidation became blurred and extended as GGO (thin gray arrow) and similar
shadows also appeared in the left lung (thick gray arrow) on day 10. These shadows diminished except for left pleural effusion
on day 29 (white arrow). That effusion was gradually decreasing with adjustment of body fluid by dialysis sessions. CT: computed
tomography; GGO: ground glass opacification.
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Table 1. Laboratory Findings Before the Dialysis Session on
Day 1
Parameter

Value

Unit

White blood cells

4,630

/µL

  Neutrophils

76.8

%

   Lymphocytes

11.2

%

  Basophils

0.4

%

  Eosinophils

4.3

%

  Monocytes

7.3

%

Red blood cells

353

× 104/µL

Hemoglobin

11.4

g/dL

Hematocrit

33.5

%

Platelets

7.3

× 104/µL

Total protein

6.6

g/dL

Albumin

3.8

g/dL

Blood urea nitrogen

73

mg/dL

Creatinine

9.46

mg/dL

Na (Sodium)

136.3

mEq/L

K (Potassium)

4.61

mEq/L

Chloride

96.3

mEq/L

Calcium

8.4

mg/dL

Inorganic phosphorus

4.5

mg/dL

AST

32

U/L

ALT

27

U/L

Glucose

215

mg/dL

AST: aspartate aminotransferase (GOT); ALT: alanine aminotransferase (GPT)

12 and day 23. Saturation of percutaneous oxygen (SpO2) of
the patient had been kept above 95% (95-100%) with 1 - 2 L/
min of oxygen inhalation through a nasal cannula (Fig.4).
As Table 2 indicates, immunoglobulin M (IgM) antibodies against SARS-CoV-2, initially negative on day 1, were
detected from his serum sample with an assay kit (One Stop
COVID19 IgM/IgG Antibody Test, Kyokuto Pharmaceutical Industrial Co., Tokyo, Japan) on day 10. IgG antibodies
also turned positive on day 15. IgM antibodies against SARSCoV-2 were also ascertained positive with another assay kit
(Immunochromatographic Test Kit, Kurabo Industries Co,
LTD, Osaka, Japan) on day 21.
His inflammatory signs, such as his body temperatures
and serum CRP levels had been transiently suppressed during
days 22 and 25, but these signs had elevated again from day
26. MEPM, 0.5 g/day, was resumed, and 40 mg/day of methyl
prednisolone was added to prevent a possible cytokine storm
caused by COVID-19, because pulmonary infiltrative shadows
were rather improved (Figs. 1, 2), both of serum interleukin
6 (IL-6) and D-dimer levels elevated (Table 2), and the blood
culture test showed no bacterial growth (Table 2). Antifungal
agents were not required, although elevation in serum β-Dglucan level was noted in his recovery phase. With these treat332

ments, his inflammatory signs were reduced, and his general
condition recovered around 35 days after the onset (Fig. 4).

Discussion
We experienced a probable case of COVID-19 with positive
antibodies against SARS-CoV-2 and typical images in chest
CT scans, but negative RT-PCR for five times from day 1 to 18
after the onset of symptoms.
RT-PCR methods had showed unsatisfactory sensitivities
for detecting SARS-CoV-2 RNA, especially with samples not
directly through the lower respiratory tract [6]. There are several reasons for this limitation. Besides inadequate samplings,
viral infiltration might be restricted to the lower respiratory tract
in some cases, which may cause a failure to identify SARSCoV-2 with samplings only from the upper respiratory tract,
such as nasal swab samplings [6]. Moreover, a detection rate of
viral RNA was dependent on a timing of sampling. A rate was
the least on the day of exposure, then increasing, and the highest around 8 days after exposure (3 days after the onset) [7].
Finally, mutation of viral RNA, reported more frequently than
expected [8], also causes a detection failure with conventional
PCR procedures, in which primers for PCR should be adjusted
for newly mutated genes. Similar concerns were also required
for specificity of antibody assays for SARA-CoV-2, since viral
antigenicity would change in accordance with viral genomics.
In an epidemiological study, Ai et al reported probable
COVID-19 cases with negative RT-PCR results, although the
patients showed positive infiltration shadows in the chest CT [9].
According to their report, such cases occupied 308 of 1,014 patients, and 49 of them showed repeated negative RT-PCR results.
In the case reported here, since the RT-PCR test was repeated for five times over 2 weeks, SARS-CoV-2 infection
might be restricted in the lower respiratory tract. In future clinical settings, samplings directly from the lung or from stools
will be possible alternates in similar cases, although the former
increase a practitioner’s exposure risk for SARS-CoV-2, and
the latter requires purification steps of stool samples before
proceeding to PCR tests.
In assay kits for detecting antibodies against SARSCoV-2, specificity of each antibody to SARS-CoV-2 has not
been clarified yet [10, 11], and some assay kits might detect
other coronavirus subspecies, or show pseudo-positive reaction due to artifacts, such as autoantibodies of patients. In this
case, IgG and IgM antibodies against SARS-CoV-2 were initially negative, then IgM, and subsequently IgG turned positive. In addition, IgM antibodies were also detected using another assay system. Moreover, non-specific antibodies against
human immunoglobulins such as rheumatoid factor were not
found. Thus, it seemed unlikely that detected antibodies had
been produced through immune responses to coronavirus subspecies other than SARS-CoV-2, or non-specific sensing of
human immunoglobulins.
Chest CT images are recommended to be utilized as first
screening tools for suspicious COVID-19 cases [12]. However, there is no specific finding for COVID-19. Lung shadows
in COVID-19 are commonly found in some other viral infec-
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7.21

366

+

+

Day 15

-

8.61

309

259

Day 18

+

3.67

258

428

8

<4

8

2.68

241

478

Day 21 Day 25

42.0

5.31

38.1

213

389

Day 28

-

-

-

31.5

8.98

361

5.00

248

259

Day 30

-

14.28

283

3.47

240

421

13.28

208

1.40

229

400

8

<4

8

0.97

38.0

180

Day 32 Day 35 Day 42

LDH: lactate dehydrogenase; IL-6: interleukin-6; CF: complement fixation test; CMV: cytomegalovirus; Ag: antigen; HRP: horseradish peroxidase; ELISpot: enzyme-linked immune
absorbent spot; M. tuberculosis: Mycobacterium tuberculosis; RT-PCR: reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction; SARS-CoV-2: severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus
2; IgM: immunoglobulin M.

-

-

-

+/-

-

Blood culture

-

+/-

-

6.1

+/-

pg/mL

β-D-glucan

SARS-CoV-2 antibodies IgG

+/-

CMVpp65Ag C7-HRP

SARS-CoV-2 antibodies IgM

×

CMV antibodies (CF)

-

×

Influenza B antibodies (CF)

+/-

×

Influenza A antibodies (CF)

1.56

+/-

pg/mL

IL-6

423

RT-PCR for SARS-CoV-2

µg/mL

D-dimers

188

ELISpot (for M. tuberculosis)

mg/dL

Fibrinogen

0.89

2.00

-

U/mL

KL-6

2.75

-

ng/mL

Procalcitonin

0.58

323
277

+/-

mg/dL

C-reactive protein

509
276

Aspergillus antigen

%

Glycoalbumin

519

Day 1 Day 5 Day 8 Day 10 Day 12

Cryptococcus neoformans antigen +/-

/µL
U/L

Lymphocyte count

LDH

Unit

Parameter

Table 2. Parameters in Diagnosis of COVID-19
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Figure 3. Axial chest CT images on day 10. Reticular shadows with a peripheral distribution, partially with crazy-paving appearance, scattered in the bilateral lungs. CT: computed tomography.

tions or interstitial pneumonitis. Meanwhile, shadows similar
to bacterial pneumonia are often observed even in true COVID-19 cases. This case also showed consolidation suggesting
bacterial pneumonia at the initial phase, but its shadow then
changed its density and diversity. Moreover, other shadows
appeared in the contralateral lung, and CT images turned to
relatively typical patterns for COIVD-19 with bilateral, multifocal, and peripherally distributed shadows on day 10 (Figs.
2, 3). Similar transition patterns of pulmonary lesions were
often reported [13]. Generally, consolidations were increasing
with disease progression of COVID-19 [14]. This case showed
rather retraction of consolidation, which might mean a better
clinical course in this case. Based on the results shown in Table
2, most diseases that potentially show similar shadows in CT
images were thought to be excluded.
Because ESKD patients are generally recognized as compromised hosts, they are inevitably supposed to be vulnerable
to SARS-CoV-2 infection [15]. Moreover, this reported case
was diabetic with heart disease requiring a pacemaker implantation. This case thus had higher risk for infection and progression of COVID-19. The patient fortunately recovered from
critical condition by combination of possible management.

These experiences would be helpful to clarify and to establish a more appropriate protocol for treatment of COVID-19
in ESKD population.
Among drugs against COVID-19, we selected favipiravir
and ciclesonide, based on their availability, effectiveness, and
safety especially in ESKD of this case. For this treatment, we
registered the case for ongoing clinical trials [16] and the informed consent was obtained from the patient. As described in
Case Report, inflammation signs were reduced transiently, but
then these signs flared up again. As reported previously [17],
the cytokine storm was highly suspected due to an elevated
IL-6 level on day 28. Because IL-6 is involved in developing
the cytokine storm, and its circulating levels were correlated
with disease severity in COVID-19 patients [17]. Moreover,
serum levels of D-dimers were also elevated, which also suggested the cytokine storm [18]. We therefore administered
methyl prednisolone along with MEPM to prevent secondary
infection. Consequently, these treatments succeeded in suppression of inflammation to improve his general condition.
Conclusions
Since COVID-19 is emerging in December 2019 and has rapidly spread to all over the world, physician’s experience in its
diagnosis and treatment is still limited. RT-PCR methods are
certainly the most reliable, but their limitations should be recognized by practitioners as reported here. We hope our experience in this case will give useful information to clinical staff
confronting pandemic of COVID-19 around the world.
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prednisolone.
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